Automated round bonding with one / two turntables, the above system is the perfect solution for audio speaker magnet, automotive magneto assembly, stator motor yoke, as well breaks shoe, automotive round Head lamp reflector with glass, and LED lamp reflector with glass bonding applications.

Features:

- Heavy Duty construction of base, hoist, upper head, and bearing housing.
- Adjustable arrangement available to hold drum / bowl in place.
- Lift manually or pneumatic operated cylinders.
- Available in Tank Mounted, Thru-Floor, or Portable Mix Bowl designs.
- Standard configurations or combinations of blades available.
- Standard models are available in sizes from 1/8 HP to 1 HP with specially designed models.
Company’s Product List

**Single Component Dispensing Machines**
- Liquid Glue Dispenser
- Grease Dispensing Machine
- Rotary Table Dispensing Machines
- Anaerobic Adhesive Dispensing Machine
- Reservoir Tanks
- Oil Filling Machine
- Dispensing valve
- Digital Alfa Dispenser
- Rotary Tube Dispenser

**Two Component Dispensing Machines**
- Fix Ratio Piston Type Metering
- Variable Ratio Gear Type Metering

**Special Purpose for Dispensing & Coating Machines**
- Rotary Table Dispensing Machines
- Oil Dispensing and Filling Machine
- Front Fork Oil Filling Machine
- Fasteners & Screws Coating Machine
- Epoxy Insulating Powder and Paint Coating Machine
- Belt and Roller Conveyors
- Liquids Mixing Systems
- Drum Mixing Systems
- Vacuum Sealing Machine
- Vacuum Chamber
- Heating Oven
- Heating Conveyor Oven
- Electronics Testing Equipments
- Pneumatic Press for Number Punching
- Laser and Inkjet Printing Belt Conveyors
- Multi Head Drilling and Tapping Machine
- Aluminum Extruded Assembly and Works Tables
- Chamfering Machine
- Automatic Drilling Machine
- Tapping Machine
- Oil spraying Machine

Company’s Customers